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ROUND 6 - 14th MAY

A GRADE MATCH REPORT

After a disappointing loss to Walkerville the previous week, I knew the boys were keen to respond with a positive
outing against Woodville South.
With a number of forced changes (due to injuries sustained the previous week), the boys were excited by the opportunity for some young players to come into the team and continue building their experience at senior level. In particular,
the boys were excited to welcome Callum Green and Josh Zoanetti for their first A Grade games for the club. Well done
to these two lads who have shown great commitment over a long period of time and were very deserving of their
opportunity.
During the week we honed in on some key areas for improvement and it was great to see the response displayed. We
started well by willing the contested footy, executing our ball movement and nailing 5 first quarter goals.
Other than a 10 minute period in the 2nd quarter (where our unforced errors and sloppy tackling handed Woodville
easy scoring opportunities), we controlled the game. This was shown in our Team KPI’s which we review each quarter
and after the game. Winning the second half 9 goals to 1 was a great result - showing how strong our team defence
can be in restricting scoring opportunities for our opponent.
We had a lot of contributors on the day which was great to see. Henry Read stood up and played a quality game as our
first ruck. His aerial contests and ability to follow up at ground level were a real highlight. Adam Zeni had a massive
game in the midfield - providing physicality around the contest and spreading hard both ways - also contributing with
2 goals. Harry Roberts was again very strong in his defensive contests and clean/efficient with his disposal. Isaak Twelftree provided great aerial presence up forward and Jake Van der Hoek was clean and organised in defence.
For me, a real highlight of the day was the ability of guys that have come into the team over the past few weeks to play
their role for the team. Guys like Jack and Ned Carruthers and our two debutants (for example) all contributed strongly
and executed their roles on the day.
Again, the challenge for us is to keep edging closer to a four quarter performance as this is what will allow us to beat
the best.around the club in whatever capacity he chooses - and we congratulate him on a fine playing career.
Mark Evans
A Grade Coach
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A GRADE VS PULTENEY

B GRADE MATCH REPORT

Round 5 saw the Reserves Play Woody South, who we have had some great battles with over the last couple of years. Woody South were another team above us on the table and must beat to get our season back
somewhere where we believe it should be.
Everything was about the start and scoreboard pressure, we knew that with that we would be able to play
our game and have things on our terms, and with any luck they would turn on themselves. On we got off to
a great start, Tom Berry dominated the ruck assisted by Big Red Fred and gave the mids first use. Our forwards played in front and got good use of the forward entries and our debutants in Hugo Lee and Sammy
Nicholls looked as if they always belonged, dominating their wings, and taking the game on. We finished
the first with a nice lead 5.1-31 to 1.1-7
The second became quite defensive but our back six, which has been our strength all year, always looked in
control, repelling any Woody South forward entries with skill and precision. Switz and Pol intercept marking
around the ground, Josh Angus using his pace and aggression to rebound one after another, chase forwards
down and suing controlled aggression and Zeb looking to hit up the P1 and P2’s at every opportunity. The
mids were also working well back into defence to help out ensure smooth transitional ball to an open forward line where Tom Duffy, Buster and Fred got open and converted well. The second was a dominant and
scrooge like performance that we have not seen for some time and we went about it workman like, not
giving them an inch, which went a long way to Woody South only scoring 2 points. We went in at halftime
up 7.3-45 to 1.3-9.
The 3rd was precise, and clinical, everything we had been training for and implementing began coming to
the fore and everyone on the field played their part. Tom Berry was a beast in the ruck, Oscar Switala kept
running and providing options, Tom Duffy started to find some of his old confidence and really presented
well, Nick Brown in the middle was a revelation and Neshy led from the front. We have often talked about
the Premiership quarter, and this was where the game could be won or lost, on this day it was won. We went
in to the 3-quarter time break up 10.6-66 to 1.4-10.
In the last he rain came, and despite the around the ground dominance of our midfield with multiple inside
50’s, we just did not adjust our game to the wet weather and we unfortunately let them in. despite this, it
was another dominance performance by the team and there were no passengers, once again they did me,
themselves and the club proud with a solid win and locking us into the top 3.
Tom Wightman
B Grade Coach
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B GRADE VS PULTENEY

C GRADE MATCH REPORT

In round 5 the Glamours were back at home on Ladies Day against one of the stronger teams in the C4 competition. After a
number of changes from the week before and many of our key players missing we knew it was going to be a big challenge for us
and one that we had to rise to, to ensure we remained undefeated. With 3 byes in a row on the horizon the boys were prepared to
leave everything out on the park to make sure we went into the break on top.
The first quarter was hotly contested and Woodville South were piling on the pressure early. They were well on top in the midfield,
attacking the footy harder and using the ball well. Fortunately for us they struggled in front of goal and even though they had the
majority of the play they couldn’t properly capitalise on the scoreboard. With 9 scoring shots to 1 it looked like Woodville were
by far the better team but with only an 11 point lead we knew we were still well and truly in the game. The quarte time score was
Pembroke 1.0.6 to Woodville South 2.5.17.
In the second quarter we managed to find our form again in the game and wrestled back momentum. Todd Bevan began to work
his way into the game and provide a really solid target at full forward to make sure we had something to kick to. After overusing
the ball just outside 50 we finally managed to go long and direct and this created many more scoring opportunities. We managed
5 scoring shots to 2 as well got ourselves right back into the game and even took a 2 point lead heading into the main break. The
half time score was Pembroke 4.2.26 to Woodville South 3.6.24.
The feeling going into half time was that we’d seen their best but they still hadn’t seen ours. They were playing some really solid
football but we knew if we could get near our best our fitness would be able to get us home, but it wasn’t going to happen easily.
Woodville South were up for the fight but so were we. The third term was very even but our awesome back 6 lead by the ever reliable Brad Warren and first year Will Taylor held up beautifully. These guys were rarely beaten, took numerous intercept marks and
provide plenty of rebound 50s. After an arm wrestle of a quarter we went into the final break with a 4 point lead and everything to
play for in the last. The 3 quarter time score was Pembroke 5.6.36 to Woodville South 4.8.32.
This last quarter is where everything finally clicked for us. We absolutely blew Woody South out of the water kicking the first 4
goals of the quarter to ensure we ran away with the victory. I’m happy the boys were able to step up here after so much adversity
on the injury front over the last few weeks. We ended up coming away with a 22 point victory which was our most impressive for
the year. The score at the final siren was Pembroke 9.7.61 to 5.9.39. The Glamours can enjoy a 3 week break sitting on top of the
ladder undefeated. It’s been an awesome start to the year and although we don’t have any games we will still be working hard to
ensure the momentum continues when we get back into it in round 9. Great work boys, love the Kings, love the Glams!!

Steven Bevan
C Grade Coach

D GRADE MATCH REPORT

Round 5 saw us take on Adelaide Uni out on their home deck. It was a massive opportunity to get the wood
over a team that beat us twice last year. Unfortunately due to injuries throughout the club and with some
Covid unavailabilities, we struggled for numbers for the first half of the game, playing with just 19. At half
time, thanks to some C graders (Lemon, Fingers, Lochie and Jake) and BJ when he finally got his act together,
we were able to have a spell on the bench.
The entire game was full of contested footy. Only 7 goals were kicked for the 4 quarters. Due to some wayward kicking from us Kings, we couldn’t get the choccies when it mattered. To our credit, not at one point
did we give up and throw in the towel. The final score was Uni 5 goals 5, 35 to Kings 2 goals 8, 20. Well done
to Frase Edginton and Tommy Andary who kicked their first goals for the club and our only two goals for the
day. Unsure of how Frase snuck up from the back pocket to kick a ripper snag though.
Honourable mention this week to Nathan Butters, who was seriously unlucky to miss out on some D grade
votes this week. He had a massive game in the ruck and rarely got beaten all day. Henry Illman was fantastic out on the wing and provided plenty. Bryston again continued to be a huge asset in the D grade with
plenty of contested ball. Great to see Bill Newman back in the bests after a great game off the half back line.
He took plenty of marks and played on at all opportunities, exactly the way we want the team to play. Frase
Edginton into second best this week after a great game in the back pocket. Kicking a nice snap around the
body obviously his highlight for the day among plenty of contested footy wins. Best on this week was Fergus
Illman at CHB. Fergs a class player and watching him play is a joy. These Illman boys are just too good I swear.
We take on Lockleys at home this weekend and potentially have the luxury of a few C graders slotting in
while they have a few weeks off. Massive game ahead and will be looking to right the ship after a couple of
off weeks.
Tom Sneath
D Grade Coach
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MARION FORFEIT

PLAYER MILESTONES

PLAYER

GAME TALLY

Jake Burg
Charles Canny
Ben Wood
Tom Kilgariff

197

Zeb Cunningham-Brown

93

Harrison George

49

Josh Zoanetti

49

191
185
98
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